DAVOS KLOSTERS MOUNTAINS

With modern thin clients from IGEL, Davos Klosters Bergbahnen are reducing their IT costs for standard workstations and freeing up time for strategic tasks.

Summary

The Customer
- Mont Operator of mountain railways and hotels in the Davos Klosters Mountains region
- Over 960,000 first entries (winter 2013/2014)
- EBIT in CHF: 3,810,236 (2013/2014)
- Approx. 140 permanent IT workstations, various IT systems

The Challenge
- Permanently easing the burden on the IT team
- Reducing the costs of client management, support and maintenance
- Minimizing licensing costs

The Solution
- Continuous IT centralization with the help of Citrix XenApp (virtualized with VMware vSphere)
- Client standardization with the help of IGEL thin clients (current model: IGEL UD5 LX)
- IGEL Universal Management Suite (UMS)

Key Benefits
- Minimal monitoring and management outlay at thin client workstations
- 5-year extended hardware warranty (bring-in)
- Expected thin client operating life: up to 10 years
- High availability: devices can be replaced within approx. 10 minutes
- Door locking systems can be controlled via serial interface
- High level of future-proofing thanks to multiprotocol firmware
All-round IT operations

IT plays a variety of roles in the mountain railway company’s operations. In addition to the workstations in the administrative department and in the hotels the company owns, numerous special solutions need to be maintained, for example, facility and access control systems or the ski line, race and piste guidance system. The company’s permanent staff includes around 140 IT users, and 300 or so seasonal workers. In order to prepare for and ensure trouble-free winter operations, the three-person IT team at Davos Klosters Bergbahnen is particularly busy during the autumn. “Given that our workload was increasing, we began thinking about how we could permanently minimize operational tasks about two years ago. We also wanted to have more time for strategic tasks in the future,” explained IT System Administrator Michael Frei. “We decided to gradually replace high-maintenance PCs with more robust and remote-administrable thin clients.”

Thin client evaluation

The “Mountain Hotels” with around 1,900 beds were the ideal place for an initial, partial client standardization project. After all, the majority of PC users there already used centralized applications. Access to the small server farm was provided via the Citrix Receiver installed on Windows XP computers. Windows Server 2008 R2 is still used as the operating system for the Citrix XenApp provision solution. However, it is now virtualized using VMware vSphere. Even before the introduction of thin clients, IT centralization allowed the IT team to centrally manage standard applications such as e-mail, Office or the hotel administration system without having to touch the PCs. “Prior to the centralization and virtualization of IT, we often had to set up PC systems overnight so that they would be running again the next day,” recalled Michael Frei. “As a logical step following the introduction of Citrix Published Desktops, we now want to minimize end device management and repair costs with the help of thin clients.”

Thin client evaluation

For the evaluation phase, the IT team chose thin client models from three manufacturers. In the end, the company opted for devices from IGEL Technology, the German market leader for thin and zero clients, which also include the IGEL Universal Management Suite (UMS) remote management solution. “After attending a course on UMS-based thin client configuration, I was well and truly convinced of the potential for savings,” said Michael Frei.

“The license-free, stable IGEL Linux thin client operating system was another important factor. Our long-term goal is to standardize up to 90 percent of workstations with the help of IGEL and operate just 10 percent as special clients on the basis of PCs or Macs.”

Future-proof thin client OS

In order to ensure a high level of future-proofing, Davos Klosters Bergbahnen chose the particularly high-performance IGEL UD5 multiprotocol thin client which offers not only a dual core processor and two serial ports but also two digital video outputs. As a result, the device also addresses the need for dualview workstations which, according to Michael Frei, have been used more and more often in recent years. By choosing the IGEL Linux thin client operating system, the company deliberately opted for a particularly lean and license-free thin client operating system. Because the multiprotocol system allows access to various central IT and cloud environments and is updated at regular intervals by IGEL, Davos Klosters Bergbahnen do not have to commit themselves to a specific provision solution in the long term – unlike with proprietary zero client solutions.

Positive user feedback

The user experience was a further argument in favor of IGEL thin clients. “The old Windows PCs annoyed users with their long boot times of up to seven minutes,” said Michael Frei. “IGEL thin clients, on the other hand, are always ready for use in just a few seconds. The network connection to the server farm and the connection’s performance play a crucial role in the efficiency of our work. We’re always trying to improve it.” Accordingly, feedback from the first thin client users who mainly use Office and the hotel administration system in the hotels was positive. One example of a special application which is also used in the hotels is the door lock programming system which is controlled via the IGEL thin client’s serial interface.
Predictable management

Through their client standardization program, Davos Klosters Bergbahnen would ultimately like to see their IT costs more evenly distributed throughout the year, an achievement that would ease the financial stresses of a business whose budget is dependent on seasonal activity. “With each thin client workstation, we permanently reduce our management and support outlay,” said the system administrator.

“Maintenance is much easier there are hardly any breakdowns and the sector-leading remote management solution from IGEL is very cost-efficient.”

According to Michael Frei, profile-based management is the most commonly used IGEL UMS function. The settings profiles which can be defined via the UMS Console are simply “moved” to the thin clients in the clear tree structure using drag-and-drop.

Quick deployment

When it comes to remote configuration, Davos Klosters Bergbahnen manage with just one main profile which defines basic settings such as the keyboard layout or update path. Special settings, display resolutions, for example, are then allocated via sub-profiles. If the physical thin client is connected to the network, it configures itself automatically using its IP address. As a result, new or replacement devices can be set up and ready to go in just ten minutes. “Thanks to our basic knowledge of the IGEL UMS, the roll-out was very easy and quick,” said Michael Frei. “In order to replace the hotel PCs featuring Citrix Receiver with IGEL thin clients, we needed around two weeks including prep work, testing, setting up and dismantling the hardware. Since then, we’ve had clients in the hotels that no longer cause any problems.” The system administrator estimates that the IGEL UD models will have an operating life of around seven to ten years. By registering, the hardware warranty can be extended free of charge to five years.

Further roll-out planned

Davos Klosters Bergbahnen are already planning to standardize the 60 or so IT workstations at the headquarters. In the accounting department, Michael Frei has successfully tested a USB barcode reader used in conjunction with the Linux-based thin clients. Before rolling it out, however, the company wants to wait for the next server version for Windows 10, because its improved USB redirection will help reduce server-side licensing costs. According to the systems administrator, the potential added value lies in the fact that numerous existing peripherals – scanners, cameras, USB sticks or an entry stylus for e-banking – could then be managed reliably even without Hyper-V. Michael Frei has already successfully tested the preliminary version of the new server OS from Microsoft in conjunction with IGEL thin clients.

Looking confidently towards the future

On the basis of virtualization and IGEL thin clients, Davos Klosters Bergbahnen will be able to carry out their varied IT tasks with the same number of staff and at reasonable cost in the future too. This will be possible in spite of the fact that IT requirements are becoming increasingly complex. “Among other things, we’ll have more time for documentation, our network infrastructure and IT security,” said Michael Frei. “Our experiences with IGEL have confirmed that our decision in favor of continuous client standardization was the right one.”

Visit us online at igel.com